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Prospero’s Bitter Voyage 

„The Tempest" based on Shakespeare and Mahler is, in my opinion, the most mature 

choreography by Izadora Weiss. The new production is presented by very talented and 

international company of BDT which has recently brought in some truly outstanding new blood. 

Watching this production is a pure pleasure enriched by moments of reflection and reverie.  

Let’s begin with music. Many plays by the famous citizen of Stratford have been used as a base to 

opera or ballet librettos by more or less famous composers such as Beethoven, Mozart, Verdi, 

Prokofiev and Tchaikovsky. Nowadays choreographers try to approach Shakespeare “dressing” his 

heroes’ fates with not only classical pieces but contemporary as well. 

During production of Romeo and Juliet in 2009 Izadora Weiss used famous Pavana by Sergey 

Prokofiev and fragments of the 7th Symphony by Ludwig van Beethoven enriched by music of Lisa 

Gerrard, Gustavo Santaolalla and Philip Glass.  Two years ago, in 2013 the characters from A 

Midsummer Night's Dream danced to music of Goran Bregovic and now Prospero and his 

companions encounters the 1st symphony and adagio from the 5th Symphony by Gustav Mahler. It 

turned out to be a great success. In my opinion Mahler’s music fits tight to the libretto of The 

Tempest. It conveys the atmosphere and mood of the story especially when supported with 

incredible sounds effect of the sea, storm, rain and nature (by Marcin Dąbrowski). 

The bitter climate of this production reflected in grey colours of the used screens used very 

ingeniously by Hanna Szymczak’s stage design. The costumes highlight characters: red in Caliban’s 

and Sycorax’s, wings of the nymphs led by Ariel, white in Ferdinand’s and black in Propsero’s. 

Why bitter since everyone calls this play a tragicomedy claiming that it combines elements of tragedy 

and comedy? I admit it is represented as usually with Shakespeare by the supporting characters but 

the main plot here concerns Propsero, his lost hopes, loneliness and grief. The choreographer leads 

him through the intricacies of a human life, forces him to face adversities of fate, shows his collision 

with human hatred and finally gives him a spark of light when she brings an angel. Although it is the 

Nagel of Death... 

What about the tempest from the title? Shakespeare entitled his play after sinking of the ship in 1609 

near the island of Devil. The voyage was called the expedition of troublemakers. These islands were 

thought to be inhabited by wizards and evil spirits living there among constant storms and thunders. 

That is where Prospero lands. 

The new production is presented by very talented and international company of BDT which has 

recently brought in some truly outstanding new blood. In the story inspired by Shakespeare the 

choreographer casts her dancers very accurately according to the tasks the part requires. 

Filip Michalak as Propsero also considered as Shakespeare’s alter ego, leading with his daughter a life 

of an outcast, performs the tasks given by the choreographer evocatively. He presents incredible 

dancing skills, performs difficult acrobatics amazingly and the most importantly creates a dramatic 

character. His duet with Beata Giza as the angel belongs to the most beautiful parts of the show. 

They are followed by equally fantastic love duet of Miranda (Naya Monzon Alvarez) and Ferdinand 

(Oscar Perez Romero). Both artists present great technique and create very convincing characters. 

  



For me a true discovery is incredible Tura Gomez Coll as Ariel, a friendly “air spirit”. When Prospero 

releases her from the Sycorax, the witch (expressive Agnieszka Wojciechowska) Ariel serves his 

saviour faithfully. I did like Tura Gomez Coll as Helen in A Midsummer Night's Dream but she shows 

superb technique, lightness, precision and acting skills in creating of the character. Her dancing 

pleases her and the audience at the same time. Bravo for the parting scene with Prospero.  

And finally uncouth and wicked Caliban (Joel Mesa Gutierrez). In the history of Polish productions 

this part was played by Stefan Jaracz, Leon Pietraszkiewicz, more contemporary Renate Jett in 

Warlikowski’s production and Jerzy Radziwiłowicz in Grzegorzewski’s production by this young 

dancer who is not burdened with any tradition portrays the little savage aptly. He uses right means of 

expression, has an incredibly flexible body, accompanies beautifully the Nymphs and stays faithfully 

in the character of this irreverent monster. 

The production devoid of any flashiness and cheap tricks has good rhythm, the dancers perform with 

great fluency. I particularly liked the women. It is played without an unnecessary intermission hence 

the tension is kept. „The Tempest" based on Shakespeare and Mahler is, in my opinion, the most 

mature choreography by Izadora Weiss. Watching this production is a pure pleasure enriched by 

moments of reflection and reverie. After Romeo and Juliet and A Midsummer Night's Dream both the 

choreographer and the company seems to have grown up and become ready for this rather difficult 

task of performing “The Tempest”.  
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